Performance Films

•Ships in a Hurry

•When You Need It

•Made to Order

•Quality that lasts
GT Films
Loading onto one of Green.Tek‘s
many rewinders...

Master rolls are chosen from a huge stock according to
each customer’s specification...

“Film is film, just buy the cheapest”, is a comment heard too often
these days. No film is a bargain if it doesn’t show up on time.
films by Green.tek deliver. Period. On time, to your warehouse
or jobsite, when you need it.

Measure to custom length...

films show up in a hurry, but you can plan on them sticking
around for a while. That’s because
films are made from the
toughest polyethylene resin in the business, on the strongest extruder
in the business. That means you can count on
films to unfold
easily, install quickly and stand up to Four Years of UV bombardment.
Excellent products and unheard of service – and that’s what
everyone expects from Green.tek – and that's how Green.tek has
grown to be a leader in the Greenhouse Coverings industry.
...and ready to ship in minutes
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Performance Films

FILM FIX
Film Fix is an industry favorite when polyfilm meets with small
disasters. UV stabilized for long life, super sticky Film Fix will
hold a repair for years. Available in 2", 4" and 6" widths.

FILM FIX - DOUBLE SIDED

NE
W!

Unique, doublesided UV protected tape allows you to make
patches and splices in polyfilm. Ideal for quick repairs to
large irregular shaped areas. Available in ____" width

GT WHITE BATTEN TAPE
Extends the life of greenhouse film by serving as a protective
"gasket" between polyfilm and base metal greenhouse
supports. White color reflects solar heat buildup in bare metal
that can weaken polyfilm. UV protected, also helps cushion
film against rough metal edges. ____" wide rolls.
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